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On February 25, 2021, the United Nations Security Council adopted Resolution 
2564 (2021) and imposed targeted sanctions on Houthi chief of Criminal 
Investigation Department (CID), Sultan Zabin, over playing a “a prominent role 
in a policy of intimidation and use of systematic arrest, detention, torture, sexual 

violence and rape against politically active women.”

The conflict in Yemen pushed more women 
to step up their role at the family level, not 
necessarily out of choice but necessity. Since 
September 2014, more than 100,000 Yemeni men 
have been killed, injured, kidnapped, detained or 
forcibly disappeared, and an estimated 4 million 
Yemeni citizens became Internally Displaced 
Persons (IDPs). This, in turn, terminated a 
source of livelihood for many families, worsened 
economic and psychological woes, and deepened 
socio-economic challenges for women in Arabia 
Felix: Yemen. According to Areej al-Khawlani, a 
Programme Associate at UN Women, the conflict 
“double[d women’s] burden of being the family’s 
main provider [of income] while also performing 
their expected role of primary caregivers in the 
family.”

As if those internal consequences of the armed 
rebellion and intensifying conflict dynamics were 
not enough, the Houthi militias diversified the 
suffering and pain of Yemeni women in their-held 
areas. Today, women in Houthi-held areas continue 
to be subject to systematic Houthi oppression, 
including by means of arbitrary detention, 

torture, gender-based violence, censorship, or 
even restrictions on work, basic civil rights and 
personal choices. Such evolving practices barely 
get noticed in foreign media. Isabel Debre of the 
Associated Press (AP), who wrote ‘Women who 
dare dissident targeted for abuse by Yemen’s 
rebels,’ pointed “that intimidation campaign 
against women, observers say, is unique to rebel-
held areas.” It is precisely why the Embassy of the 
Republic of Yemen to the Netherlands, Sweden 
and Norway, on the International Women’s Day, 
publishes this special briefing on the extent and 
manifestations of systematic Houthi oppressive 
campaigns against women, further challenging 
women’s dignity, deepening socio-economic and 
gender insecurities, and undermining their civic 
engagement.
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https://www.un.org/securitycouncil/content/sultan-saleh-aida-aida-zabin
https://www.unwomen.org/en/news/stories/2018/9/take-five-areej-jamal-al--khawlani
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Despite huge restrictions and suppression of means to 
access information, a coalition of Yemeni Civil Society 
Organizations (CSOs) unearthed the unprecedented 
levels of organised oppression against Yemeni women 
first-hand. Between December 2017 and December 
2020, the Alliance of Women for Peace, the 8 March 
Bloc for Yemen’s Women, and the Yemeni Organization 
for Combating Human Trafficking documented an 
estimated 1,181 women abuse and arrest cases by 
the Houthi militias, including by Houthi women forces 
(Zainabiyat). Among detainees were women activists 
who demanded the release of former President Ali 
Abdullah Saleh’s body after the Houthis killed their 
last strong ally in December 2017. This indisputably 
shows a scary landscape for women after the militias 
consolidated power and co-opted Saleh’s General 
People’s Congress (GPC) party; the rebels tightened to 
the point of elimination the margin of freedoms and 
in doing so, increased repressive means without legal 
backbone. The Houthis continue to act like they are: 
militias.

The vast majority of recorded cases, if not all, were 
carried without trial and covertly. These include 
274 forced disappearance cases, 292 arrest cases of 

female rights activists, and 71 rape cases in captivity. 
One quarter of detainees, according to the CSOs 
coalition, were girls below the age of 18, meanwhile, 
eight were Bahai minority faith. A thorough review 
of cases suggest that not only female activists were 
targets of systematic Houthi repression, but also those 
who express unfavourable views and very vulnerable 
groups, such as children and minority religious groups.

For instance, those who luckily evaded detention, 
however, remain subject to stigmatisation and trauma. 
The Houthis surveil social media feeds that those 
with unfavourable views, such as demanding salary 
payments, could pay an uneasy price. “A computer 
teacher, 48, recalled how 18 armed men broke into 
her home and beat everyone inside, stomping on her 
face and screaming sexual insults at her. She had 
no connection to politics but had posted a video on 
Facebook complaining that government salaries had 
not been paid for months. She and her children fled 
to Egypt soon after,” AP’s Isabel explained. Heinous 
Houthi crimes were made easier through establishing 
women security hands, most of which the militias 
implanted within the community.

The Houthis established a Hashemite-dominated 
network of women to operate as intelligence 
operatives and in-house guards to mainly repress 
women and subjugate non-confirming ones. 
Commonly known as “Zainabiyat,” this Houthi 
women force exceeds 3,000 in personnel, and 
according to the 2020 United Nations High 
Commissioner for Human Rights’ Experts 
Report, “indoctrinated and recruited girls to join 
the Zainabiyat from schools, detention facilities, 
Houthi-affiliated families and poor families.” 
This means that the group draws members 

from Houthi families given the level of trust but 
also from socio-economically disadvantaged 
families for their financial need, and detainees 
for their Houthi-created vulnerability at prisons 
– sometimes in exchange for their release. 

The prominent tasks of Zainabiyat are spying, 
house raids, arbitrary detentions, torture, 
gender-based violence, indoctrination 
campaigns, suppression of dissidents, and prison 
management. According to a 2020 UN Panel of 
Experts report, the panel documented grave 

1. UNPRECEDENTED DETENTION AND BRUTALITY 

2. HOUTHI WOMEN TO REPRESS OTHER YEMENI WOMEN 

https://www.mofa-ye.org/Pages/12272/
https://reliefweb.int/sites/reliefweb.int/files/resources/A-HRC-45-CRP.7-en.pdf
https://reliefweb.int/sites/reliefweb.int/files/resources/%5BEN%5DLetter%20dated%2027%20January%202020%20from%20the%20Panel%20of%20Experts%20on%20Yemen%20addressed%20to%20the%20President%20of%20the%20Security%20Council%20-%20Final%20report%20of%20the%20Panel%20of%20Experts%20on%20Yemen%20%28S-2020-70%29.pdf
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human rights and international humanitarian 
law violations against 11 women carried by 
Zainabiyat, “including … arbitrary arrest and 
detention of women, looting, sexual assault, 
beatings, torture and facilitating rape in secret 
detention centres.” Houthi repressive means 
against women in their-held areas were generally 
tied to the most minimalistic threshold of civic 
engagement (i.e. partaking in demonstrations, 
having a political affiliation, expressing different 
views or engaging in activities of political context) 
– and the desire to attract further recruits.

Under captivity, detainees were subjected 
to rape, torture, intimidation, beating, and 
extortion. And for their release, the Houthis 
conditioned detainees’ recruitment in exchange, 
or at times demanded ransoms up to $10,000, 
making an illegal business of unlawful detention. 
Worse, “Women were forced to make fabricated 
confessions to prostitution and espionage charges 
on camera before their release,” according to 
Sana’a Center For Strategic Studies. Houthi 
repression of Yemeni women constitutes grave 
violations of human rights, creates psychological 
damage and physical harm, undermines women 
capacity in civic engagement and decision-making 
processes, and deepens gender grievances. Each 
of these practices can be a crime and combined, 
they clearly violate the Universal Declaration of 
Human Rights (1948), the Declaration on the 
Protection of Women and Children in Emergency 
and Armed Conflict (1974), Geneva Conventions, 
the Declaration of the Elimination of Violence 
against Women (1993) Istanbul Convention 
(2014), among others.

Many of these severe crimes were closely 
coordinated with the security apparatus, 
including the Criminal Investigation Department 
(CID). The Houthi CID chief, Sultan Zabin, who 
was designated by the U.S. as pursuant to the 
Global Magnitsky Human Rights Accountability 

Act in late 2020, was implicated in “illegal arrest, 
arbitrary detention, enforced disappearance, 
sexual violence, rape, torture, and other cruel 
treatment utilized by the Sana’a CID against 
these women.” The experts’ report added: “This 
conduct was described by the perpetrators and 
by female Zainabiyat guards as “purification” and 
“rehabilitation” for their immoral behaviour. They 
told all six survivors that the “purification” was by 
way of, and justified by, “nikkah jihad”.” Obviously, 
the Houthis’ appalling reasoning for rape of the 
abducted, detainees and forcibly disappeared 
women must receive greater scrutiny to reverse 
such ignominious patterns.

To this end, the UN Security Council and the 
free world championing the Women, Peace and 
Security Agenda, including European Friends 
who continue to make impressive progress on 
women inclusion at senior decision-making 
levels, must reflect on Houthi crimes and 
take immediate actions proportional to the 
level of damage inflicted. Among the options 
are adopting targeted sanctions on complicit 
individuals and organizations, applying credible 
levels of pressure on the Houthi militias, and 
offering greater interventions to promote women 
rights in Yemen, rehabilitate the affected and 
recourse a wide range of tools. In a nutshell, 
systematic and diverse means of Houthi targeting 
of women rights must not be overshadowed, nor 
underestimated. They must be addressed and 
reversed immediately.

https://sanaacenter.org/publications/the-yemen-review/9849
https://undocs.org/en/S/RES/2467%20(2019)
https://ye.usembassy.gov/treasury-sanctions-serious-human-rights-abusers-on-international-human-rights-day/
https://reliefweb.int/sites/reliefweb.int/files/resources/A-HRC-45-CRP.7-en.pdf
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In view of the global Covid-19 pandemic 
that exhausted the resources of developed 
nations and partly increased surveillance 
and biopolitics worldwide, the Houthis, who 
acknowledged as few as four Covid-19 cases 
since April 2020 until today, weaponized the 
pandemic to crackdown very fundamental 
women rights. The manifestations include:

A. A. Closure of cafes to allegedly prevent 
men mixing with women. Although this 
campaign started earlier, it could not 
materialize due to relative resistance. With 
the advent of the pandemic and public 
mindset shift to accept some restrictions 
worldwide, the Houthis weaponized the 
pandemic to re-launch their campaign. 
By mid-July 2020, the Houthi militias 
ordered the “shutdown of 22 playgrounds, 
38 internet shops, 19 popular cafes, and 
five hotel cafes,” reaffirming commitment 
to limit space for youth, men and women;

B. Raiding and forcibly closing a female-
only café in Sana’a, Ophelia, owned by a 
Yemeni businesswoman. A militiaman, 
who raided the café, argued that “women 
should be in their homes. Why are they 
going out in public?.”

C. Raiding beauty salons, having earlier 
banned the sale or use of trendy Baltoo’s 
(women’s overdress in Yemen and several 
Arab countries);

D. Imposing a ban on women’s work at 
restaurants, a decision that Amnesty 
International heavily slammed, citing it’s 
“shameful and discriminatory.” Internally, 
the decision was widely criticized by 
Yemenis, expect ideologically driven 
hardliners or those who profit from 
Houthi war economy. Its, however, yet 
another setback to women, restricting 
their livelihood options in the Northwest 
of Yemen at a time when the humanitarian 
crisis is described as the world’s largest.

E. Banning the use of female mannequins at 
shops, confiscated and destroyed many 
in Sana’a;Imposed a ban on reproductive 
health tools under guise of “organizing 
family” and protection of “faith identity,” a 
decision that was adopted by the Iranian 
regime a few days earlier;

F. Imposing a ban on reproductive health 
tools under guise of “organizing family” 
and protection of “faith identity,” a 
decision that was adopted by the Iranian 
regime a few days earlier.

3. COVID-19, THE HOUTHIS AND WOMEN’S RIGHTS: A TOOL FOR 
FURTHER RESTRICTIONS

https://www.middleeasteye.net/news/houthis-crack-down-sanaas-coffee-shops
https://english.aawsat.com/home/article/2381566/houthi-taxes-target-sports-clubs-cafes-internet-shops
https://www.courthousenews.com/yemen-cafes-shut-women-harassed-as-houthis-impose-morals-campaign/
https://yemenshabab.net/news/63882
https://www.aa.com.tr/en/middle-east/amnesty-slams-houthi-ban-on-yemeni-women/2128179
https://english.alarabiya.net/features/2021/02/03/-ISIS-like-behavior-Iran-backed-Houthis-implement-extreme-measures-against-women
https://sanaa-online.com/news11976.html
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The range of steps taken by the Houthi militias concerning women, peace and security in North-
west Yemen, before and during the pandemic, manifest clear patterns: the Houthis have gradually 
stepped up their fight against women by imposing their radical moral order on and eliminating 
the remaining margin of space and freedom for the Yemeni women. Their efforts sought to 
institutionalize discrimination, sectarian practices, societal inequality, systematic oppression, 
and heinous crimes against women – all that puts Houthi-held areas further away from pursuing 
gender reforms and undermines women role across the walks of life. These trends are unlikely to 
reverse, especially as the Houthis attempt to brand the activities of their death-based ideology as 
a “Yemeni faith identity,” unless credible pressure is applied immediately.

CONCLUSION


